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The representativeness heuristic is used when making judgments about the probability of an event under
uncertainty. It is one of a group of heuristics (simple rules governing judgment or decision-making) proposed
by psychologists Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman in the early 1970s. Heuristics are described as
"judgmental shortcuts that generally get us where we need to go â€“ and quickly ...
Representativeness heuristic - Wikipedia
Cognitive biases are systematic patterns of deviation from norm or rationality in judgment, and are often
studied in psychology and behavioral economics.. Although the reality of these biases is confirmed by
replicable research, there are often controversies about how to classify these biases or how to explain them.
Some are effects of information-processing rules (i.e., mental shortcuts ...
List of cognitive biases - Wikipedia
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informationâ‚¬envisagedâ‚¬byâ‚¬expectedâ‚¬utilityâ‚¬theoryâ‚¬andâ‚¬boundedâ‚¬rationalityâ‚¬envisionedâ‚¬
byâ‚¬prospect
theory.â‚¬Theâ‚¬researchâ‚¬methodologyâ‚¬usedâ‚¬inâ‚¬thisâ‚¬researchâ‚¬isâ‚¬basedâ‚¬onâ‚¬activeâ‚¬infor
mationâ‚¬searchâ‚¬(AIS).
Constructionâ‚¬Riskâ‚¬Identification - irbnet.de
The International Journal of Design is a peer-reviewed, open-access journal devoted to publishing research
papers in all fields of design, including industrial design, visual communication design, interface design,
animation and game design, architectural design, urban design, and other design related fields. It aims to
provide an international forum for the exchange of ideas and findings from ...
International Journal of Design
Having many times, recently, been asked to define culture and risk, I figured all I need to do is to refer people
to this cracker from the archives: A Formula for Safety Culture Failure and Success I find it fascinating to read
many uses of the word â€˜cultureâ€™ and â€˜riskâ€™ that have no complementary reference [â€¦]
A Formula for Safety Culture Failure and Success
Glenn Shafer's Curriculum Vita. Glenn Shafer's work is driven by his interest in the philosophical foundations
of probability and mathematical statistics. His research emphasizes applications to accounting and finance.
He teaches in the Rutgers Business School.
Glenn Shafer - c.v.
Een denkfout, ook wel cognitieve fout of cognitieve bias, is een irrationele, foutieve gedachtegang.Het is
vooringenomen of bevoordelend zijn wat het leren (her)kennen betreft, zoals voorkomt in kennis, inzicht,
onderzoek en beoordeling. Het is een bevooroordeling die zowel bewust als onbewust kan voorkomen, dat
vanuit psychologisch- of cognitief proces voortkomt.
Denkfout - Wikipedia
Type or paste a DOI name into the text box. Click Go. Your browser will take you to a Web page (URL)
associated with that DOI name. Send questions or comments to doi ...
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2.3.2.. Examples from health care domainThe Bechara/Damasio model of decision-making is defined as the
â€œability to select the most advantageous response from an array of immediate possible behavioral
choicesâ€• , .A corollary of this model is that responses in real time are influenced by multiple cognitive and
affective processes.
The role of emotion in decision-making: A cognitive
exceedingly dangerous, although the ease with which disasters are imagined need not reflect their actual
likelihood.4. Such considerations could help explain why people tend to overestimate the likelihood of
accidents in mountaineering, though they will not explain why mountaineers and non- mountaineers differ in
their judgements.
Climbing and Risk â€“ Will Gadd â€“ Athlete, Speaker, Guide
Daniel Kahneman (Tel Aviv, 5 marzo 1934) Ã¨ uno psicologo israeliano, vincitore, insieme a Vernon Smith,
del Premio Nobel per l'economia nel 2002 Â«per avere integrato risultati della ricerca psicologica nella
scienza economica, specialmente in merito al giudizio umano e alla teoria delle decisioni in condizioni
d'incertezzaÂ».
Daniel Kahneman - Wikipedia
Vol.7, No.3, May, 2004. Mathematical and Natural Sciences. Study on Bilinear Scheme and Application to
Three-dimensional Convective Equation (Itaru Hataue and Yosuke Matsuda)
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Explanation of the 2011 OCEBM Levels of Evidence Introduction. The OCEBM Levels of Evidence was
designed so that in addition to traditional critical appraisal, it can be used as a heuristic that clinicians and
patients can use to answer clinical questions quickly and without resorting to pre-appraised sources.
Explanation of the 2011 OCEBM Levels of Evidence - CEBM
Abstract. The World Wide Web has enabled the creation of a global information space comprising linked
documents. As the Web becomes ever more enmeshed with our daily lives, there is a growing desire for
direct access to raw data not currently available on the Web or bound up in hypertext documents.
Linked Data: Evolving the Web into a Global Data Space
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Philip Tetlock, author of Superforecasting, got famous by studying prediction.His first major experiment, the
Expert Political Judgment experiment, is frequently cited as saying that top punditsâ€™ predictions are no
more accurate than a chimp throwing darts at a list of possibilities- although Tetlock takes great pains to
confess to us that no chimps were actually involved, and this phrasing ...
Book Review: Superforecasting | Slate Star Codex
Case studies of previous sociotechnical transitions 5 suggest that niche innovations can break through when
their growing internal momentum combines with increasing tensions within the existing sociotechnical system
and growing pressures on that system from the external landscape. In combination, these create â€˜windows
of opportunityâ€™ for radical change.
Explaining sociotechnical transitions: A critical realist
People on Tumblr are discussing Eliezer Yudkowskyâ€™s old essay The Correct Contrarian Cluster, and my
interpretation was different enough that I thought it might be worth spelling out.So here it is: is there a
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General Factor of Correctness? Remember, IQ is supposed to come from a General Factor Of Intelligence.
The General Factor Of Correctness | Slate Star Codex
I would like to provide responses to the arguments and evidence that Richard Carrier offers to rebut my
argument that Jesus existed. This task is complicated because, in his response to my original piece, Carrier
says a surprisingly small amount that engages my argument and a large amount that does not..
Approximately half of his piece is devoted to other matters:
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